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Gas-liquid coexistence and demixing in systems with highly directional pair potentials

M. J. Blair and G. N. Patey
Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 1Z1

~Received 25 November 1997!

Recent computer simulation studies strongly indicate that fluids of dipolar hard spheres do not display
gas–isotropic liquid coexistence. In this paper we discuss a second example that also exhibits this rather
unexpected behavior. This is a simple liquid-crystal model that we explore employing Gibbs ensemble Monte
Carlo ~GEMC! methods. It is shown that the system has clear gas–nematic liquid coexistence, but that the
gas–isotropic liquid coexistence line is completely missing from the phase diagram. We attribute this to the
highly directional nature of the attractive potential and argue that similar considerations are likely of relevance
in the dipolar hard-sphere case as well. We also use GEMC techniques to investigate demixing in binary
mixtures of neutral and dipolar hard spheres. For similar mixtures of neutral and charged hard spheres, it is
known that demixing is essentially condensation of the Coulombic fluid weakly influenced by the background
of neutral hard spheres. Therefore, given that dipolar hard spheres do not condense, whether or not the present
mixtures demix is an interesting question. In fact, demixing is observed and, moreover, the transition tempera-
tures are in reasonable agreement with those predicted by the same integral equation theories that incorrectly
predict condensation of the pure dipolar fluid. The critical temperature decreases rapidly with decreasing
diameter of the neutral species consistent with the lack of gas–isotropic liquid coexistence for pure dipolar
hard spheres. Clearly, for the present model demixing and dipolar condensation are not closely related phe-
nomena as they are in the Coulombic systems. The neutral species appears to reduce the formation of dipolar
‘‘chains’’ or ‘‘clusters’’ that inhibit condensation of the pure dipolar hard-sphere fluid.
@S1063-651X~98!00105-6#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Fx, 64.60.Cn, 64.70.Md, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is motivated by recent work on dipolar flui
@1–5#. Computer simulations have shown that fluids of dip
lar hard or soft spheres exhibit rather interesting and un
pected phase behavior. Such systems form stable isotr
and ferroelectric fluid phases@1,2# but no gas–isotropic liq-
uid transition is observed@3–5#. Isotropic fluid–ferroelectric
fluid coexistence does occur, but the expected gas–isotr
liquid coexistence line appears to be completely miss
from the phase diagram. Here we employ the Gibbs
semble Monte Carlo~GEMC! method@6–9# to further ex-
plore the question of gas-liquid coexistence in model flu
characterized by highly directional pair potentials. First
discuss a simple model liquid crystal that also has no g
isotropic liquid coexistence and second we examine
phase behavior of mixtures of dipolar and neutral h
spheres.

To date, the dipolar hard-sphere fluid is the only mo
having both attractive and repulsive pair interactions
which a gas–isotropic liquid transition is not observed. In
present paper we give a second example where gas–isot
liquid coexistence does not appear to occur. This is a sim
liquid-crystal model of a type previously considered in co
puter simulations@10# and theoretical calculations@11#. In
the present version, the particles interact via the hard-sp
potential plus a short-range anisotropic term. The model
hibits isotropic-nematic coexistence, but gas–isotropic liq
coexistence is not found. Physically, this unusual phase
havior must arise because the potential is so directional
the dense isotropic liquid cannot achieve an energy
571063-651X/98/57~5!/5682~5!/$15.00
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enough to overcome the entropy of the gas. This is o
accomplished by the nematic liquid-crystal phase where
entational order lowers the energy sufficiently to destabliz
dilute disordered gas. Thus one observes only two ra
than the expected three fluid phases analogous to the s
tion for dipolar hard spheres.

Mixtures of dipolar and neutral hard spheres are intere
ing for several reasons. Integral equation theories@12,13#
predict that these systems will demix, but the same theo
predict a gas–isotropic liquid condensation for the dipo
hard-sphere fluid@14#. Since the predicted condensation do
not occur in the pure fluid case, it is of interest to see if t
theories are also qualitatively wrong for the mixture. Furth
for mixtures of charged and neutral hard spheres, it has b
shown@15,16# that demixing is largely a charged hard-sphe
condensation only weakly influenced by the neutral ha
sphere background. Thus one might expect that demix
would not occur for mixtures of neutral and dipolar ha
spheres because the pure dipolar hard-sphere system doe
condense. Nevertheless, we find that demixing does o
and we investigate the behavior of the critical temperatur
fixed pressure as a function of the diameter of the neu
component. This is interesting because as the neutral com
nent decreases in size one must approach the pure dip
hard-sphere behavior.

II. PHASE BEHAVIOR OF A SIMPLE LIQUID-CRYSTAL
MODEL

Simple axially symmetric liquid-crystal models can b
constructed by employing pair potentials of the form@10,11#
5682 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. GEMC results~512 particles! for isotropic-nematic coexistence for the simple liquid-crys
model with l50.15. Boxes I and II are the isotropic and nematic fluids, respectively. The numbe
parentheses are the estimated uncertainties in the last digit~s! given.

P* m res /kT ^P2&
T* I II I II I II

0.353 1.05~4! 1.06~9! 1.76~7! 1.77~6! 0.13~9! 0.49~10!

0.333 0.93~2! 0.86~5! 1.39~4! 1.39~6! 0.07~5! 0.68~2!

0.316 0.80~2! 0.74~6! 0.99~4! 1.00~9! 0.06~3! 0.74~1!

0.300 0.68~1! 0.67~13! 0.69~5! 0.70~9! 0.04~2! 0.810~8!

0.286 0.53~2! 0.43~27! 0.22~5! 0.21~10! 0.030~9! 0.841~7!
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u~12!5u0~r !1ua~12!, ~1!

where u0(r ) is a spherically symmetric interaction an
ua(12) is an anisotropic term. In previous calculationsu0(r )
was usually taken to be the Lennard-Jones~LJ! interaction
and the anisotropic potential was defined as

ua~12!524l«S s

r D 6

P2~cosg!, ~2!

whereP2(cosg) is the usual second-order Legendre polyn
mial andg is the angle between the symmetry axes of
particles~i.e., each particle is embedded with a unit vec

FIG. 1. Gibbs ensemble results giving part of the phase diag
for the simple liquid-crystal model withl50.15. The coexisting
densities are given in~a!. The regions of stability of the isotropic
and nematic phases in~b! are denoted byI andN, respectively. To
the right of the dashed line in~b! a 108-particle system melts from
a fcc lattice; to the left the lattice remains stable or metastable
long simulations. This line was generated by melting the lattice
constant pressure using NPT MC simulations at a variety of p
sures.
-
e
r

defining a symmetry axis!. Also, « ands are the LJ param-
eters andl determines the strength of the anisotropic int
action.

It is known from previous work@10,11# that models of
this type exhibit at least isotropic and nematic fluid phas
Here we are interested in investigating gas-liquid coexiste
in a model that, as with dipolar hard spheres, has a hig
directional pair potential and no dispersion interactio
Therefore, we takeu0(r ) to be the hard-sphere interactio
with s defining the hard-sphere diameter. For fixedl, a
thermodynamic state of this model is completely determin
by specifying two parameters, for example, the reduced p
sureP* 5Ps3/kT and the reduced temperatureT* 5kT/«,
wherek is the Boltzmann constant andT the absolute tem-
perature. Of course the properties of the hard-core mo
depend only on the ratioT* /l and it is not necessary to
specifyT* andl independently. However, to be consiste
with previous calculations, we setl50.15 and varyT* .

GEMC calculations@6–9# were performed for this mode
using 512 particles.A priori one would expect to observ
three fluid phases for this system~i.e., an isotropic gas, an
isotropic liquid, and a nematic liquid!. However, only two
fluid phases, isotropic and nematic, were observed. Value
P* , the reduced residual chemical potential@9# m res /kT and
the average second-rank order parameter^P2& in each phase
are given in Table I. The instantaneous order parameterP2
was taken to be the largest eigenvalue of the ordering ma
commonly used in liquid-crystal simulations@17#. We see
that for all temperatures and pressures one of the coexis
phases is orientationally ordered~i.e., ^P2& is nonzero!. Also,
we note that the pressures and residual chemical potentia
each phase agree within statistical uncertainties.

Coexisting densities at different temperatures and
nematic-isotropic coexistence line on aP* vs T* plot are
shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. We emphasiz
again that the expected gas–isotropic liquid coexistence
is completely missing from Fig. 1~b!. We could find no evi-
dence whatsoever for this transition. At the lower tempe
tures it is possible that the nematic phase found in the si
lations might be metastable with respect to the solid. To
for this, fcc lattices were heated under constant pressure
melting and the results obtained are represented by
dashed line in Fig. 1~b!. To the left of this line the solid
remained either stable~or metastable! with respect to the
liquid. To the right of the line the lattice melted to giv
isotropic or nematic fluid phases. Thus we can be confid
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5684 57M. J. BLAIR AND G. N. PATEY
that for the three highest temperature points the GEMC
culations give the thermodynamically stable coexist
phases.

III. MIXTURES OF NEUTRAL AND DIPOLAR HARD
SPHERES

We consider mixtures consisting ofNn neutral hard
spheres of diametersn andNd dipolar hard spheres of diam
etersd . The total number of particles isN5Nn1Nd and it
is useful to introduce the reduced densityr* 5rsd

3 , where
r5N/V is the total number density, the mole fractionsxd

5Nd /N and xn5Nn /N512xd , the reduced diametersn*
5sn /sd , and the reduced dipole momentm* 5m/AkTsd

3,
wherek is the Boltzmann constant andT the absolute tem-
perature. Instead ofm* , one could equally define the reduce
temperatureT* 51/m* 2, but to be consistent with most ea
lier work, we will describe the system in terms ofm* .

The phase separation was investigated using GE
simulations@6–9#. This method introduces two simulatio
boxes, which we label I and II. One then specifiesNd , Nn ,
and the reduced total volumeV* 5V/sd

3 or, alternatively, the
reduced pressureP* 5Psd

3/kT. These, along withm* and
sn* , completely characterize the system. Typically, one
gins with a uniform mixture in each cell and if the initia
state is unstable the system separates into a dipole-rich p
in one box and a neutral-rich phase in the other. The sim
lation may be carried out in different ways. One method is
exchange both neutral and dipolar particles between box
and II. This proved to be a relatively inefficient method b
cause the probability of exchanging dipolar particles
comes prohibitively low asm* is increased. Another metho
is to perform particle exchanges for one component~in this
case the neutral one! along with indentity exchanges. Identit
exchanges consist of converting a neutral hard sphere in
dipolar hard sphere in one box while in the same move c
verting a dipolar hard sphere into a neutral hard sphere in
other. We verified that both methods gave identical resu
However, the method using identity exchanges gave be
acceptance rates and allowed us to obtain converged re
at higher reduced dipole moments.

Of course, due to the long-range nature of the dipo
interactions one must employ periodic boundary conditio
with Ewald summation methods@17–19#. This requires that
the dielectric constante8 of a surrounding continuum b
specified. This raises a minor question for the present si
lation because whilee8'1 would be appropriate for a
neutral-rich phase,e8'` would likely be a better choice fo
a dipole-rich phase. The results reported here were obta
with e851, but we verified that usinge85` had little effect
on the thermodynamics or observed demixing behavior.
ditional tests were performed to ensure that the results
tained were not strongly dependent on the number of p
ticles used. All results reported here were obtained withN
5500. Also, calculations were carried out to verify that t
dipole-rich phase had no long-range orientational order at
largest reduced dipole moment considered.

We first attempted to confirm theoretical predictions tha
demixing transition does in fact occur. Applying the refe
ence hypernetted-chain~RHNC! approximation, Chen and
l-
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Forstmann@13# have determined the absolute stability limi
for m* 5A2.5 andsn* 51 as a function ofr* and mole frac-
tion xn . At xn50.8, the system was predicted to demix f
all r* *0.66. Constant volume GEMC calculations were c
ried out for an equal diameter mixture withr* 50.7 andxn

50.8. Starting atm* 5A2.5'1.6, the reduced dipole mo
ment was increased until a demixing transition occurred.
m* 51.8, the system was clearly mixed and atm* 52.0 it
was clearly demixed. Atm* 51.9, the system exhibited ver
large deviations from the mixed phase and we take this va
to be a good estimate of the reduced critical dipole mome
mc* . These observations are qualitatively consistent with
RHNC theory, although the theory does appear to undere
mate mc . Chenet al. @12# have also reported the absolu
stability limits for equal diameter mixtures atr* 50.8 as a
function ofm* andxn . At xn50.8, they report that the mix
ture becomes unstable for allm* *1.5. We also carried ou
constant volume GEMC calculations atr* 50.8,xn50.8 and
found the reduced critical dipole momentmc* '1.8. Again,
the theoretical predictions underestimate the critical dip
moment. Some critical dipole moments, pressures, and d
sities for equal diameter mixtures atxn50.8 are summarized
in Table II.

We have also used the GEMC method to determine co
istence curves at fixed pressure for different values ofsn* .
The reduced pressure was fixed atP* 52.0 and coexistence
curves were obtained forsn* 51.0, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7. Coex
istence densities and residual chemical potentials forsn*
51.0 are given in Table III. We note that as one mig
expect the dipole-rich fluid is the denser phase at coex
ence. The values ofm res,d agree~within the uncertainties! in
each phase; however, the uncertainties are rather large.
is due to the difficulty in estimating the chemical potent
when the probability of inserting a dipolar hard sphere~real
or ghost! becomes extremely small. Reliable converged
sults could not be obtained in the two-phase region for v
ues of sn* smaller than 0.7. Simulations atsn* 50.7 and
m* 52.5 were at the limit of our ability to obtain converge
results.

The coexistence curves are plotted in Fig. 2. From
figure we see that the neutral-rich phase remains a very d
solution of dipolar hard spheres in neutral hard spheres assn*
decreases. In the dipole-rich phase, the mole fraction of n
tral hard spheres~at fixedm* ) increases significantly assn*
is reduced from 1 to 0.9, but then varies only slightly assn*
is further reduced to 0.8 and 0.7. Estimated values ofmc* as
a function ofsn* are given in Table IV. We note thatmc*

TABLE II. Reduced critical dipole moments as a function
reduced pressure for an equal diameter mixture (xn50.8) of neutral
and dipolar hard spheres.r* is the reduced density of the mixtur
just before the demixing transition.

P* mc* r*

5.9 1.8 0.8
3.7 1.9 0.7
2.4 2.0 0.6
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TABLE III. Some coexistence results (N5500) for equal diameter mixtures of neutral and dipolar ha
spheres atP* 52.0. Boxes I and II are the dipole-rich and neutral-rich phases, respectively.m res,n andm res,d

are the residual chemical potentials of the neutral and dipolar hard spheres. The numbers in parenth
the estimated uncertainties in the last digit~s! given.

r* m res,n /kT m res,d /kT
m* I II I II I II

2.1 0.662~6! 0.546~7! 3.83~11! 3.84~11! 21.05~30! 21.25~45!

2.2 0.685~3! 0.546~6! 3.86~8! 3.86~9! 20.92~39! 21.36~10!

2.3 0.697~9! 0.546~8! 3.86~15! 3.86~14! 22.15~70! 21.94~44!

2.4 0.719~6! 0.543~5! 3.81~10! 3.81~9! 21.70~76! 21.90~13!
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increases in an apparently linear fashion with decreasingsn* .
It is possible to show@20# that in thesn* 50 limit any ap-
parent demixing must come from condensation of the dipo
hard-sphere component. Avery bold linear extrapolation
suggests themc* '3 in the limit sn*→0. This is a relatively
large value ofm* ~or low temperature! and it is possible tha
the dipole-rich phase becomes orientationally ordered be
this limit is reached, thus cutting off the gas–isotropic liqu
transition. One might well have gas–ferroelectric liquid c
existence in the pure dipolar system, but convergence p
lems make this possibility extremely difficult to explore wi
GEMC simulations.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Previous computer simulation studies@3–5# strongly indi-
cate that gas–isotropic liquid coexistence does not exist
dipolar hard-sphere fluids. In this paper we give a sec
example of this rather surprising behavior. We discus
simple liquid-crystal model that exhibits gas–nematic liqu
coexistence, but the expected gas–isotropic liquid coex
ence branch is completely missing from the phase diagr
This behavior is clearly related to the fact that the attract
part of the pair potential is highly directional. This mea
that the energy of the system cannot be greatly reduced
condensation to a denserisotropicfluid phase. Increasing th
number of near neighbors a particle has does not lead
significant energetic advantage if it can only interact fav

FIG. 2. Coexistence curves for mixtures of neutral and dipo
hard spheres atP* 52.0. The solid, dotted, short-dashed, and lon
dashed curves are forsn* 51.0, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7, respectively. Th
horizontal bars on the data points indicate the estimated uncer
ties in the coexisting mole fractions.
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ably with a few of them. Indeed, for the present model it
only in the nematic phase that the energy of the liquid c
achieve energies low enough to drive condensation. The
polar potential is also highly directional and we would e
pect similar considerations to apply. However, for t
present model we do not observe the ‘‘chains’’ or ‘‘cluster
that appear to help stabilize the dipolar hard sphere ‘‘gas

We have also considered mixtures of dipolar and neu
hard spheres. It is shown that this system undergoes de
ing into two fluid phases as predicted by integral equat
theories@12,13#. The critical reduced dipole moments give
by the theory are somewhat low, but the qualitative pred
tions are correct. This contrasts with the situation for t
pure dipolar hard-sphere fluid where the gas–isotropic liq
coexistence predicted by the same theories is never in
observed. This behavior also differs from that of mixtures
charged and neutral hard spheres, where demixing can
viewed essentially as condensation of the Coulombic fl
weakly perturbed by the neutral hard-sphere backgrou
This is obviously not the case for the mixtures conside
here. Furthermore, it was found that at constant pressure
coexistence curves are strongly dependent on the diamet
the neutral species. The critical reduced dipole moment
creases~the critical temperature decreases! assn* decreases.
However, unfortunately, the dipolar interactions become
strong for reliable coexistence curves to be obtained for v
ues ofsn* ,0.7. In the limitsn* 50, any apparent demixing
must come from condensation of the dipolar species. Ob
ously, extrapolating to this limit using points forsn* >0.7 is
a highly dubious procedure. Nevertheless, we note that lin
extrapolation gives a critical dipole moment of;3 at sn*
50. This value is sufficiently large to suggest that ferroele
tric order might develop in the dipole-rich phase assn* ap-
proaches zero. Thus it is possible that gas–ferroelectric
uid coexistence exists for dipolar hard-sphere fluids. T
would be similar to the gas–nematic coexistence found
the simple liquid-crystal model, but the reduced dipole m

TABLE IV. Reduced critical dipole moments as a function
the sn* at P* 52.0.

sn* mc*

1.0 2.0
0.9 2.1
0.8 2.2
0.7 2.3
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5686 57M. J. BLAIR AND G. N. PATEY
ments required are too large for this to be tested dire
using GEMC calculations.

It is interesting to ask why the neutral species is so
portant here or, in other words, why demixing and dipo
condensation are so unrelated for this system. As lea
partial answer seems to be that the neutral species inh
the formation of dipolar ‘‘chains’’ that appear to preve
condensation in computer simulations of pure dipolar ha
sphere fluids. As the diameter of the neutral species is
R
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creased, this effect is diminished and the critical reduc
dipole moments increase.
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